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Abstract - This project describes the results of
experiments on detection and recognition of 3D objects in
RGB-D images provided by the Microsoft Kinect sensor.
While the studies focus on single image use, sequences of
frames are also considered and evaluated. Observed
objects are categorized based on both geometrical and
visual cues, but the emphasis is laid on the performance of
the point cloud matching method. To this end, a rarely
used approach consisting of independent VFH and CRH
descriptors matching, followed by ICP and HV algorithms
from the Point Cloud Library is applied. Successfully
recognized objects are then subjected to a classical 2D
analysis based on color histogram comparison exclusively
with objects in the same geometrical category. The
proposed two-stage approach allows to distinguish objects
of similar geometry and different visual appearance, like
soda cans of various brands.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The understanding of the observed environment based on
computer registered images and, in particular, finding the
number, the type, the properties and finally the pose of
objects within this environment is one of the most
profound problems and goals that face the machine vision
community. Whereas the analysis and interpretation of
images and extraction of key information contained
therein are most often intuitive, effortless and
instantaneous for humans, it is one of the crucial
competencies that computer systems still algorithms in
this field are in their early infancy due to the enormous
complexity of the process and superficial knowledge of its
progress in the human brain.

4. BLOCK DIAGRAM

One of the key issues associated with the
manipulation of objects is their detection, recognition and
localization in the visual scene. The latter task seems to be
particularly difficult, however, it became solvable in nearly
real time with the application of depth images provided by
sensors like the Microsoft Kinect. The Kinect-generated
RGB-D image does not only contain the usual three color
components of the observed scene for each pixel, but it
also holds the distances of the observed points from the
sensor. This opens up a whole new range of possibilities
for analysis and processing of information, but at the same
time, it creates new challenges that require new solutions.
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5. PROPOSED SYSTEM
A point cloud of the entire scene, generated by the Kinect
sensor, has to be preprocessed in such a way that only
relevant points belonging to unique objects of interest are
grouped together, and stored for later processing. It is
relatively easy to detect and remove certain known
structures like tables or the floor or any other planar
surface of a major size. In this way, all the remaining
points can be clustered into separate objects. The pipeline
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of this process is shown in and processing results at each
stage are depicted. A 640 by 480 pixels RGB-D image
acquired by the Kinect sensor is processed with the PCL
library and converted into a point cloud containing exactly
307 200 point). It requires initial filtration before it can
undergo the segmentation process. At first, points that are
of no use for 3D processing as having no information
about depth (NaN) due to occlusions, transparent or
specular surface etc. are removed. Subsequently, a
passthrough filter is used to remove all the points lying
outside of the user-defined range. Experiments have
shown that reliable recognition of small objects is not
possible beyond 1.5 m from the sensor and, thus, the
passtrough filter cut-off distance along the Z axis was set
to this value. For the remaining points in the cloud, normal
vectors are computed. Despite the removal of some of the
points, the point count in the cloud is still high, which may
slow down further processing. Optionally, the point cloud
may be downsampled using a voxelized grid method in
order
to
increase
performance.
Nevertheless,
downsampling may have a negative impact on recognition
quality, especially in the case of small or distant objects.

Although the focus was put on using a single image for that
purpose, utilizing a series of frames was also considered
and evaluated. Experiments performed on hundreds of
test scenes show that the proposed and rarely used
approach based on the global VFH and CRH descriptors
combined with the ICP method and final hypotheses
verification can be successfully applied to recognition and
localization of objects. However, in order to achieve high
recognition rates, the model dataset must be optimized
and the distance between the Kinect and the objects being
recognized should be relatively small (preferably less than
1 m).
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7. APPLICATION
1. Height estimation the first example is an algorithm that
identifies objects and estimates their height off the
ground.
2. This is primarily aimed at measuring a person’s
heightCan be used in Homes.
3. Another example that highlights the advantages of range
imaging is a gesture control application. In this
application, the user can activate and control a menu
system, press virtual buttons, and move virtual slider
controls simply by moving an empty hand in free space.
8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the results of experiments on detection and
recognition of three-dimensional objects in RGB-D images
provided by the Microsoft Kinect sensor were described.
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